
 
 
 
All revolving chairs have gas lift mechanism. The bases have 5 spokes in compliance with the laws in 

force, with directional versions mounted on nylon wheels. They are upholstered in class 1 fireresistant. 

STEP Directional programme. The revolving armchairs are available in two beck heights. They have a 

polished aluminium base with an advanced pin oscillating mechanism or a chrome-plated fixed base 

with a slide structure. The arms are made of steel with trim. 

KENT COMFORT Directional programme. The revolving armchairs are available in two beck heights. 

They have a polished aluminium base with an advanced pin oscillating mechanism or a chrome-plated 
fixed base with a slide structure. The arms are made of steel with trim. 

KENT Directional programme. The revolving armchairs are available in two beck heights. They have a 

polished aluminium base with an advanced pin oscillating mechanism or a chrome-plated fixed base 

with a slide structure. The arms are made of steel plated.  

PIXEL Tub armchair on wheels or feet, both for visitors at manager’s level, a san alternative to our 

programs armchairs, and for top conference rooms.  

NEST Highly technical and stylish advanced office chair. The swivel bases are available both in 

polished aluminium or finished in white paint. The seats are also available both in polished aluminium 
or finished in white paint. The seats are also available with a particular net backrest in black.  

TIZIA Operative office program. The swivel seats are available with 2 backrest heights and feature a 

permanent contact mechanism. The nylon base, the arms and the plastic finishes are in grey. 

Specifications comply with law DL 626.  

LED An operational programme. The revolving chairs have a permanent contact mechanism and are 

compliant with DL 626. The seats have black nylon bases and are available with arms which can be 
fixed or adjustable in terms of height. 

QUID For groups and visitors. The seat and back are made of grey polypropylene. The seat of each 

chair can easily be equipped with a padded panel upholstered with fabric. The seat structures have a 

chrome finish and can be stacked, making them suitable for groups, visitors and meetings.  

WEB Program for communal users or visitors. A fabric sheeted pane can be easily applied to these 

stackable chairs. The chrome-framed seats feature and polypropylene bodywork available in various 
colours. One model is also available with black net backrest and a functional big handle for shifting.   

FONT Programme for groups, visitors and waiting room arrangements. The seats have a tubular steel 

or aluminium finish structure and can be stacked, hooked together and equipped with arms and a 

small writing table for conferences. They are available in an upholstered version, with a polypropylene 

shell and in beech wood. Seats mounted onto benches seating up to five can be equipped with a 
service table which can be placed in any position along by beam. 

GIO For communal uses, visitors and for waiting rooms. The polypropylene bodywork is available in 

various colours. The stackable chairs have an aluminium finished frame. The two-to four-seater bench 

can be fitted with a support surface at any point of the horizontal strut, and arms can be attached 
between the seats or at the ends of the bench. 

STEEL Benches for waiting rooms. The seats are entirely in sheet metal with aluminium finish and can 

be supplied with soft cushion and backrest. Aluminium finished tubular steel trestle legs. The two-to 

four-seater bench can be fitted with a support surface at any point of the horizontal strut, and arms 
can be attached between the seats or at the ends of the bench.  



 
 
 
REGAL Single armchairs, two and three seater divans for waiting rooms. Aluminium finished tubular 

steel structure with cushions and thick arm rests. Waiting room table with aluminium finished structure 

and satin finish glass, durmast wood and wenge surfaces. These finishes are compatible with the 

Socam management series. 

MUST Designer chairs for management waiting rooms and visitors. The encircling wooden bodywork is 
available in three different finishes and with cushions. The 4 part rotating chrome base has feet.  

COMPLEMENTS A hallstand entirely in aluminium finish, available in two versions: with wooden or 

translucent plastic knobs and with or without umbrella holder; and a cheaper , also available in black, 

with only plastic knobs. Lastly, Socam also offers a practical multifunctional trolley, two types of 

wastepaper basket and a computer tower trolley, all in metal and with aluminium finish. 

 


